ABSTRACT. The classical Müntz-Szász theorem concerns uniform approximation on [0, 1] by polynomials whose exponents are taken from a sequence of real numbers. Under mild restrictions on the exponents or the interval, the theorem remains valid when the coefficients of the polynomials are taken from the integers.
0)
P(*) = «o+¿>/*X/ i=i where the afs are any real numbers. One version of the classical Müntz-Szász theorem reads as follows (cf. Müntz [7] ). . This seems to be due originally to Kakeya [6] . For generalizations see Ferguson [2] , [3] , and Cantor [1] .
Thus it is interesting to ask if Theorem 1 remains true for integral A-polynomials, i.e. functions of the form (1) where the af's are restricted to the ring of rational integers {0, ± 1,12,...}.
The answer is yes under certain restrictions on the functions to be approximated, the interval [0, 1], or the sequence of exponents A. From Theorem 1 we have that 2°¡L, Xrx = °° is a necessary condition for the density of the A-polynomials, and since the integral A-polynomials are a subset of these, the condition is also necessary for the density of the integral A-polynomials. This leads to obvious converses for the following theorems.
Clearly, every integral A-polynomial takes on integral values at x = 0 and x = 1. Since the integers form a closed subset of the reals, it is not possible to approximate functions outside of the set Co[0, 1] by integral A-polynomials. Theorem 2. Let A = {X,-} be a sequence of integers satisfying 0 < \x < Xj < .. . • // 2," jX^"1 = °° then the integral A-polynomials are dense in
The proof will follow from a series of lemmas. Proof. From von Golitschek [5, Lemma 2] there exist real numbers c¡, q + 1 < i < s, such that x * x.
x " -2 c,x '
where the latter inequality follows from the inequality (applied factorwise) (1 -x)/(l + x) < e~2x, x > 0, which is proved by elementary methods. Now set ß,.«= t */'+ (l-Í c\xs. D
Lemma 2. Let r and s be positive integers, r<s. Suppose that |2jL.tf,.| < 1, r + 1 < / < s, and 2^=r+ xdt = 0. Then setting prsix) = Sj=r+ ¡df^l we have\\pj<i\s-\)l\.
Proof.
Since prs{l) = 2y=r+ xd¡ = 0 by hypothesis, we have PrsM= t ixK-XX"-l)(±d\ K=r+1 \i=K j and for all x, 0<* < 1,
The second inequality in (3) can be established by elementary means. D Suppose that 2(~ 1X/ = °°. In the following we will use implicitly the fact that there are infinitely many q such that X < q5/4. Indeed, if not, then X"1 < q s'4 for all but finitely many q which contradicts the assumption 2," jX,-1 = oo Define s0 = max{q\N < q < M*, X < <75'4}-By hypothesis this set is not empty and N < s0 < M* < M. Since X > qs¡* whenever s0 + 1 < q < M* we have
From (11) and (12) we have
This, together with (6), establishes (8) . Inequality (7) follows from the definition of s0. From the definition of M* and s0 <M* it follows that X •SJL + x \J1 > \/q whenever N <*q <s0. Inequality (9) follows from this and (13) which completes the proof of Claim 1.
We next define, by induction, a finite sequence sx, s2.sK + l satisfying (14) s/+1 + [es/+1] =S/ or s.-\, 0</<k, andsK + 1 <N<sK.
Since s. >N> 1 + 1/e2 and e < 1/25 by hypothesis, the sequence {s«}jLV is strictly decreasing. It is also well defined since the left-hand side of (14), as a function of s+1, decreases by at most 2 when s+1 is decreased by 1. zv-r\"!" z xri>^+i-^>Jfi /=yv f=iV f=*+1 ŵ hich establishes (4).
To establish (5) we note first that from (14) and the fact that r> N> e~2 we have s -r> es/2. Hence, for N < q < r, 
iWzere Aqs is defined in (2).
Proof. By a standard compactness argument there exists a polynomial Ps of degree s or less such that 11/-1» II = Es(j). Setting PS = PS~ ^(l^c*1 = Sy=1fl0JC i it is easy to see that (22) \\f-Ps\\<2Esif) and P(1) = Z*/0 = 0-/-i
We define coefficients 6-and a-by induction on q. By (21) we have (23) and (24) Since it suffices to approximate / -/(l>cxi -/(0)(1 -xxi), we can assume that /(0) = 0 = fil). Let 0 < e < 1/25. By the classical Miintz theorem E¡(f) -* 0 as i -*• °°. Also X, < z'5/4 for infinitely many /' or else we would have 2," x Xr1 < «>. Thus there exists an integer N such that ENif) <e,N> 4!(6/e)s, and X^ < Ns/4. Choose K> 0 such that exp(-2/v) < e. By Lemma 3 there exist integers r and s, N < r<s, such that (4) and (5) hold. Applying Lemma 4 to these integers r and s we see that there exist integers b¡ (1 </ < s) such that (21) holds. We estimate the right-hand side of (21) as follows: 2EJJ) < 2ENif) < 2e, Since/(0) and/(l) are integers, it suffices to approximate / -/(0) -(f{l) -f{0))xx, and we assume without loss of generality that /(0) =/(l) = 0. Since xQ is a positive limit point of A, it is easy to see that we can extract from A a sequence {Xf} satisfying 0)
x..-+*",
X, is monotone, hence by (9) and (5) (10) lpa-[p2]Ke.
From (6), (7), (8) Proof. Let /G C0[0, a] and e > 0. Since A has no finite limit points, there are only finitely many X's in any bounded interval and we can assume without loss of generality that aK < e, all X G A. Next extract from A a sequence {X,} which is monotone increasing and satisfies 2,-Xt1 = °o, hence SfXj/O + X^) ■ °°. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3 above we construct a A-polynomial px satisfying (11) ll/-PlIK2e. This and (11) gives 11/-\px] II < 5e by the triangle inequality. D
